City initiates ‘Gas Alert’ for motorists

"Operation Gas Alert" has been initiated by the San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce in an effort to reassure residents and tourists about the city's fuel supply.

All gas retailers in the city are required to maintain a schedule on weekends and the afternoons of their fuel supply.

The Chamber will act as a clearing house for information. The Gas Alert number is 1-905-300-1234. Information will be available seven days a week from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Chamber Manager Dave Garsh said, "If gas suppliers inform us of their schedule, together we will be able to publican a public service in letting the public know when the gas will be supplied, especially on weekends."

Demonstration of self-defense

How to avoid attack and what to do if attacked will be the subject of a discussion and demonstration of self-defense Sunday, March 10. Sponsored by Sisters United, the workshop will be held in Room 207 of the University Union from 9 to 10 a.m. and is open to women only.

The workshop will be led by Dorothy Selkirk, a physical education teacher at Atwater High School, who teaches self-defense courses on alternating years to high school girls.

Miss Selkirk will demonstrate several techniques and provide information on things to do if attacked. She says the sessions are not a sport, and information will be used since self-defense for women is not a sport, says Missy Green, president of Sisters United. An open forum discussion on attack prevention will be part of the program.

Drinking age act is failure

An initiative drive to place the Tax on beer and wine, still drinking and the New ballot in 1974 is being given to county supervisors earlier this week. According to Bob Clozado of Pfeiffer's Initiative Committee, the campaign was attempting to gather the required 60,000 signatures.

By April 14, there was "no way we could possibly make it. About 60,000 signatures would be enough," he said. Although the campaign received some support, it will be heard.

Clozado expressed disappointment over the status of the initiative, but vowed his committee would continue to work on future legislative endeavors.

ENERGY HOOD—The lights were bright in Vista Grande Restaurant at 11 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 15, while the campus slept.

The restaurant had closed at 9 p.m. Friday evening.

City initiates Gas Alert for motorists

The Economic Opportunity Commission is seeking representatives to fill two vacancies in the public and private sectors of the county community.

The private sector opening is for a representative of an agency or group in the San Luis Obispo county who represents the needs and aspirations of minorities, senior citizens, religious or labor groups.

The public sector opening is for a representative from governmental agencies (city or county) such as Cal Poly, Cuesta College, the Social Security Administration, or other groups that perform governmental functions.

Persons representing agencies who may be interested in filling the two vacancies should send a letter by March 10 to the Chamber of Commerce, 1001 Mission St., San Luis Obispo.

Poly will host Far Western NCAA games

The Mustang basketball team has just been announced as one of the teams for the Far Western Regional of the NCAA play-offs.

The two-day tournament will be held March 8 and 9. Only Poly has been named as one of the teams.

Other teams who have been mentioned as possible entries include Benicia State, Chico State, UC Davis and UC Riverside.

Quality food now offered
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Co-ed finds relief for 'headrippers'

Editor:
I used to be a pill freak. I have no idea how much Darvon, Flomoral, Cofan, or Aspirin I've taken in my life. I've had days where I couldn't sleep straight because of the medication, or the reason for taking it; really didn't matter except for the pain.

I suffered from migraines. Nearly every day I had a headache; at least once a week, a headache severe enough to take some kind of narcotic for the pain. After a time I decided that all those medications weren't doing my body any good, and that there must be a better way. Ahh! But what about that standing reality?

Then... I discovered Mike Looney and the headache clinic at the Cal Poly Health Center. Since November I've had the need only twice to take something stronger than aspirin. Great! You've probably already had an occurrence of a 'headripper', You disbelieve? I did at first but I have learned to raise my hand temperature by several degrees on good days. And I haven't had very many headaches lately, either.

If you have headache migraines, or other 'head' headaches, go to the Health Center and see what you can do for them instead of popping pills. Thanks Mike, for helping my head.

Carol Warren

Sex series will continue

"The Past and Fantasy of Homosexuality" will be the topic of the eighth in a series of ten sessions on "Human Sexuality" offered by the Health Center here.

Dr. Grant Miller will be the speaker tonight at 7 p.m. in the Health Center waiting room. Miller is the psychologist at the Health Center on campus.

Family Living was the topic last week with a talk by Dr. Don Stewart. Next week Dr. Ball of the Health Center will discuss the aspects of Childbirth and will have with him a parent and infant for observation.

All students are welcome to attend.

Session deals with sexuality of child, youth

"Handling Sexual Feeling in the Child and Young Adult," a discussion-lecture will be held today at 10 a.m. at the Arroyo Grande Community Counseling Center, 168 Bridge St.

The program will include answering children's questions about sex; connection between sex and toilet training; gender differences, the naked body, the beginning of sexual feeling; and parent's own sexual awareness.

Janet Cushing, a registered nurse and counselor, will lead the session, which is a part of a series co-sponsored by Central College Counseling Services.

The program is free and open to the public.

Renters get rebate

The Renter's Credit was enacted to allow tenants to share in tax relief previously extended to property owners, said Martin Huff, Executive Officer of the Franchise Tax Board. Therefore, if a person occupies housing already exempt from taxes, they may not claim the credit.

To qualify for the Renter's Credit, you must have been a California resident as of March 1, 1973 and have rented and occupied a house or dwelling that was exempt from property taxes for 1072 and 1973 and have paid rent during 1070. To claim the credit, residents who paid rent during 1070 in a residence that was exempt from property taxes during 1072 and 1073 may not claim the credit.

To claim the credit, residents must complete a Form 140, personal income tax return by April 15.

Slides, films at coffee hour

The People-to-People club will offer a free coffee hour today at 11 a.m. in Room 211 of the Union.

The club is a function of the International Students Council. It offers opportunities for foreign students and American students to meet and exchange ideas, or just to relax together.

During this month's coffee hour, some slides and films about Spain and Portugal will be shown. Everyone is invited to attend.
One marvelous July morning in 1966, while a red sun rose out of the ocean mist, a sixteen-year-old boy climbed into a twenty-four-foot aluminum sailboat and set off. His name was Graham H. Herriman, and he was destined to work in the world of water. Graham's courage was matched by storms, winds that sheared off masts, waves that rose to loit out the sun, and mysterious ships that sought to sink his boat in two.

He would continue the story of the adventurer, the master of the elements and the beauty of the earth, as well as the dangers that lurk in the world of water. Graham's courage was matched by storms, winds that sheared off masts, waves that rose to loft out the sun, and mysterious ships that sought to sink his boat in two.

One of the most exciting dangers was the one that lurked in the world of water. Graham's courage was matched by storms, winds that sheared off masts, waves that rose to loft out the sun, and mysterious ships that sought to sink his boat in two.
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**Track men vies in tri-meet**

The Mustang track team will have the opportunity to make some noise on Saturday as two of the team’s biggest stars make their debut for the indoor season.

Hurdlers men Walt Mac and intermediate hurdlers while the 110- and 440-meter hurdles run on Friday while Dave Bubis will have his talents for the first time outdoors this season.

Mac has been on the last two weeks but will be in the meet with Cal State Fullerton and Cal State Bakersfield.

Bakersfield, in only its second year of track, is not blessed with a very good collection of runners, but one exception is in the 100-yard dash. Walt Bubis is the favorite for Bakersfield with an outstanding time of 10.4. Coach Summa was pleased with the overall performance of the team but had some hopes on the theme.

"I’d like to see our jumpers improve quite a bit. We only got six and a stiff league of Jerry Houghton and Bob Goddard in the high jump. Ray George just went 19.8 for 15 feet, nine and a quarter inches and Kent Taylor was below par with a 14.6 and six and a quarter effort in the broad jump."

"We plan to keep up our season in the next meet. We used relatively safe paces last week in running 10.4. I’m hoping jumpers (Shumaker), Edwards (Claudy), Gurvey and Primalo come close to 44.0."

**Netters face foes over the weekend**

The Mustang netters will journey down south this weekend to play Claremont-Mudd on Friday and Cal State LA on Saturday.

The Cal Poly squad (5-4) will be playing matches since it took on Ohio two weeks ago. The Mustangs took on both Claremont-Mudd and Cal State LA last year and beat them both.

The Claremont-Mudd team is also undefeated this year and coach Ed Jorgensen felt they would be tough.

"It’s kind of early in the season to determine how good a team is, but Claremont-Mudd has all of their people back from last year," said the coach.

The two teams Claremont-Mudd defeated last year were good, experienced stars. Cal Tech and Whittier. The Claremont-Mudd squad also plays in a rugged conference.

The Cal State LA squad figures to be another tough test for the Mustangs. Jorgensen said, "We beat them 6-4 last year, so they’re very much improved. They were very impressive in the Rancho Bernardo Invitational."

Jorgensen left Dan and Pius Lambert were progressing well and would be tough superiority in singles and as a team is double.

**Sports**

"Our strength will be in the handset, faster events and individual. As far as depth is concerned," said coach Dick Anderson.

Mustang’s star diver John Reynolds has an excellent chance of championships. CalAIA First-Place awards. Reynolds will swim the 100-yard freestyle and the 100-yard butterfly.

An exceptionally strong swimmer, name to be water better than hurdles. He is so fast that hardly one race will show 100-yard freestyle. Reynolds took two seconds off his best time for the 50-yard freestyle.

The Mustangs have qualified for the upcoming National Collegiate Athletic Association meet.

The Mustangs will be in the thick of it when it comes to the sprint races. Rich Prior school record holder in the 100-yard freestyle, will be sprinting with the best, down to both the 100-yard and 50-yard races.

The distance events will feature the distance portion of Steve Stales and Larry Mann. Both will be swimming the 1500, a race that is as hard to take as much endurance that a swimmer just puts in over months and years and tries to keep his lunch in his proper place.

Steve Stales has a habit of slicing records all his time faster than a brother shopping mall. The distance man knocked off all 1500 right into the last week leaving him only three seconds from the school record.

The Mustangs are looking good in the league, in the top two.

Mustang head diver Kurt Anderson and Steve Stales are the reasons due to an illness.